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Developmental Age (0–3years)

Children in this age group have an increased need to experience physical touch
by the parents. They cannot explain but still feels your distress and
understands your emotions. Yet they are innocent and not ignorant.

What is your role?
Have enough me time, support system and help, so that you will have physical and mental
energy to deal with your child’s needs

Establish their trust.

Stick to simple words. Use small sentences (maximum of three to four words).

e.g. Let’s wash our hands now. / Who is going to be first? / Every time we sneeze, we use a
hankie/tissue (make a game of it at non usage times to ensure familiarity) / Come, let’s put the
toys back in the box now?

Focus on routine and discipline /Do not argue/Apologies and say Sorry when you make a
mistake and say Thank you when they extend help.

• Edutainment via Play-way method. E.g. Washing the doll’s hands before she pretends play to
have a meal / Teaching child to sneeze into a hanky or a tissue .

Do not generate fear by saying, “If you don’t do this, God will punish you”, or by instilling fear of
punishment such as “Appa or grandpa will scold you”.

Punitive actions such as calling names and beating will impact their confidence level.

Encouraged by small rewards such as pat on the back, peck on the cheek or an applause



DEVELOPMENTAL AGE (4–7 years)
Children at this stage are questioning and attention seeking behaviour and an age when
moral values of right and wrong cause and consequences begin to surface. They may
comply or exhibit remorse to avoid punishment. Knowing that they have misbehaved, if
not caught, they tend to blame themselves and feel guilty. E.g. If a family member falls
sick. • The child now has the need to and wants to experience purpose and competency.

What is your role?
Help them build their self-esteem and self-confidence. 

• Engage with the child and do not hand them gadgets to pass their time. 

• Use story-telling to shape a child’s perceptions, where necessary and appropriate. 

• Make sure that the child understands cause and effect (e.g. washing 

hands will help stop germs from spreading rather than will stop spreading germs). 

• Answers to questions need to be simple, even though you have repeated the information. If one is not 
sure or don’t know, say so instead of making something or shutting the child up. 

• Help your child into naming and labelling their feeling by giving simple examples of naming your own 
feelings. 

* Mama is sad that she has not gone to work for 10 days. But she is very happy that she has had the time to 
play with you ☺

* I am afraid when there is no power, but having a candlelight dinner with the family makes me happy. 

* I am disappointed that my friends couldn’t come over for my birthday. 



Developmental Age (7–13 years) 
Children now are mainly influenced by their own perspective. They can develop a fear of falling
sick and contracting the virus and blow every symptom out of proportion, almost like a
hypochondriac. Some of these behaviours can also be only to gain attention. The child is
gradually able to understand the concept of time, impermanence and death and that it is a
normal life process. They are likely to experience physical symptoms of stress like headache and
stomachache. They might become clingy. Difficulty verbalising distress – they may not know
why they feel worried or stressed and may also act out. Believe in what they see and hear on TV.
They might also be worried for their grandparents’ health and wellness and many times
becomes very questioning. Become really nagging, restless, bored and frustrated and lethargic
at times .

What is your role?

Regards their thoughts/feelings that is opened later and discussed gently.

Do not transfer or displace your anger inappropriately.

Indulge them in household chores.

Normalize different feelings appropriately through drawing, stories and questions. 

Educate them about the positive hormones that are released that would help alleviate anxiety and diffuse the 
physical symptoms of stress.

Make a “Gratitude Box”, that every family member uses once a day. At the end of the day, before going to bed, each 
member of the family writes down what they are thankful for. Children learn to count their blessings. At the end of 
the every week, family members rotate and read them out loud.

Encourage the child’s positive behaviour – every time the child does wash his hands, give him a positive 
reinforcement



Developmental Age (13+ years) 
At this age, they have a good understanding of time. They can imagine the future and its
possibilities. As a result of their imagination, they may worry more about things that have
not happened or might happen. Teenagers can understand the different causes and effects
of virus and the role of stress and worry on the mind and body. Being heavily influenced by
their friends, they tend to behave in accordance with them. They might be more concerned
with social and emotional aspects of the virus and how it impacts everyone. This might lead
to more distress and sadness than it does in smaller children. They may want to find ways of
helping and being there for each other. They miss their friend’s face-to-face contact very
much and test the patience of parents/caregivers.

What is your role?

Offer space for support, affection and discussion.

•Create responsible boundaries and discussion including children’sopinion.

Provide themwith information from reliable sources.

Suggest ways of helping others that are safe and appropriate.

Help them reframenegative expression ofanger orworry by helping them think differently.

Indulge them in household chores of their choice and appreciate them.

Be aware of your tone of communicationwith the childwhile reminding

them to study for their impending exams.

Help them followa mutually agreed timetable thatworks for them.

Be encouraging of screen timewith regards to e-learning



TAKE QUARANTINE AS THE BEST TIME TO GET YOUR CHILD TO        
LISTEN TO YOU AND DEVELOP A MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP    

WITH THEM-WITHOUT JUDGEMENTS AND ANGER .

Thank you 


